The insightful relationship between spiritual intelligence and the workplace in the 21st century

In this presentation, the aim is to identify the criteria to predict motivational and personality properties of individuals with their surrounding environment, based on specific characteristics of each person and to describe their workplace based on spirituality. Communication pattern between colleagues and create more positive communication pattern and "effective workplace", increasing multiple regulations and resiliencies. In good-workplace employers are helped to respond to each other and thereby meet each other's psychological work-related needs. Positive psychology workplace spiritual therapy (PPSQT) is therefore effective not only in healing employers' connections but is also therapeutic for the individual's psychopathology including self-growth. When it comes to describe the variety of the reasons why people work, it can be illustrated as in the pyramid of Maslow (1960), shelter and food, clothing and transportation, socialization and need for love, money and need for self-actualization. For the social psychologist and the psychologists of religion the previous description will not be accurate or enough. Instead we need to know what social and mental factors regulate the why people are going to work, solve or unsolved their work related problems, embrace their identity and maintain it. I believe that knowledge about these things can help us to create a healthier, more productive work environment, can provide the psychological module for the improvement of work performance and to reduce conflicts, stress and fear, dissatisfaction or unhappiness of the work choices. Believing in what you are doing and emotional feeling of happiness is paramount in achieving a better workplace. Workers are more likely to pursue transcendent goals, cultivate trust, a team player, healthier atmosphere, commitment to the employer and the goals. In order to build the argument for this idea and the rationale for what can be called a healthy work- environment we need to encourage meaningful aspect of the spirituality at work, which can emphasize norms, values and expectations associated with the benevolent and principled ethical climates of the learning organization which goes beyond merely making profits. By encouraging values, norms that supports caring for each other and the organization and for the country and for the planet a such higher-order goals often reflect the spiritual values of the contribution to the society and make employers feel that their work has higher meaning.
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